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Happenings
(Continued from Page D-1)
The lectures, co-sponsored by
the Vegas Valley Book Festival, are preceded by receptions at the Downtown Design
Center at 6 p.m. each evening.
Both the receptions and lectures are free and open to the
public. For more information,
please call 895-3031.
Thursday, November 6,
The UNLV Chamber Chorale
will host the 24th Annual Invitational Madrigal/Chamber
Choir Festival in two separate
sessions beginning at 4:00
and 7:00 p.m. in the Lee &
Thomas Beam Music Center
located on the university campus. The festival features performances by ensembles from
high schools throughout the
Las Vegas Valley. Both sessions are FREE and open to
the public. For further information contact the UNLV
choral studies office, 8953008.
Beginning on Thursday,
Nov. 6 and running once a
week for the month of November, including Nov. 13
and 20 (excludes Thanksgiving), the first 25 ladies that
visit RA Sushi Bar and Restaurant (3200 Las Vegas Boulevard South) on Thursdays
from 7 to 9 p.m. will receive
a gift certificate from Roni
Josef Salon & Spa for a complimentary manicure when
they purchase one of RA’s refreshing new martinis featured on the specialty “Martinis & Manicures” menu. The
first 25 ladies to attend will
also receive a gift bag, compliments of RA Sushi, Roni
Josef and Roxanne Magazine.
Specialty martinis available
for “Martinis and Manicures”
include: Bruce Lee Chee
($9.50), a kicking gin martini
made with Lychee and cucumber; Mount Saint Melons
($8.50) made with cantaloupe; and Chai One On
($8.50), a rich dessert-style
cocktail.
From November 7-9, The
Hard Rock Hotel is hosting
the debut of Dream Team

Gaming’s “The Dream Team
Poker Tournament” inside the
Poker Lounge, drawing celebrity poker players, including
Jamie Gold as participants. “I
am thrilled to play in the
launch of Dream Team
Poker,” said Jamie Gold, philanthropist and 2006 World
Series of Poker Main event
champion. Gold will be joined
by other poker champions including: David Benyamine,
2008 World Series of poker
bracelet winner who currently
ranks third in player of the
year
standings;
Eric
Schoenberg, who participated
on the show, Poker After Dark
and nicknamed “Poker
Babe”; David Daneshgar,
2008 World Series of Poker
bracelet winner; Kenny Tran,
2008 World Series of Poker
bracelet winner; and Jean
Robert Bellande, who participated on the CBS reality TV
series Survivor: China, and is
a promoter and poker player
better known as “Action Bob”
for his fast play and vigorous
personality. For additional information on Dream Team
Poker,
please
visit
www.dreamteampoker.com.
In celebration of the oneyear anniversary of eyecandy
sound lounge & bar,
Mandalay Bay, in conjunction
with SpyOnVegas, presents
famed hip-hop artist Tone Loc
Wednesday, November 12.
Tone Loc will take the stage
at 11 p.m. to perform his
popular hits including “Wild
Thing,” “Funky Cold
Medina,” “I Got It Goin’ On”
and “All Through the Night.”
The exceptional event will
feature a complimentary
cocktail made with Snow
Queen Vodka that will be
served from 6 - 8 p.m. Resident DJ Presto One will spin
the hottest in club party beats;
scantily dressed ladies of
Snow Queen Vodka and
Perrier Jouet Champagne seduce the crowd and a roaming magician will entertain
guests with his sleight-ofhand tricks.

Verdine White of Earth
Wind and Fire also dined in
the hot spot.
NFL’er Junior Seau, his
wife and friends were also
spotted enjoying dinner.
Oscar-winning actor
Adrien Brody was spotted
Wednesday night (October
29) at LAVO inside The
Palazzo having dinner with
Simon Rex and two other
male friends.
Having a drink in the
lounge at LAVO was actor/
comedian Dan Akroyd, talking with friends about the
launch of his new vodka
brand.
Upstairs in the nightclub
seated at a dance floor table
was Oscar-winning director
Steven Soderbergh. The director was joined by a large
group of cast and crew in
town filming the unscripted
improv flick titled “The Girlfriend Experience.”
Thursday night at LAVO
Restaurant, R&B superstar
Maxwell dined with his entire
band and entourage.
Visiting LAVO for the second night in a row was Adrien
Brody, who joined Maxwell
and crew for a short while and
left just before they all retired
to the terrace where they enjoyed LAVO’s hookah lounge
overlooking the Las Vegas
Strip. The group partook in
the ancient ritual guided by
one of LAVO’s own hookah
masters.
Also dining at LAVO was
Gregory Smith, star of TV’s
Everwood, with two friends.
They then made their way upstairs to the nightclub for
Residance with a table on the
dance floor and a bottle of
champagne.
Enjoying dinner at another
table was poker pro Antonio
Esfandiari and others from the
cast of The Real Deal!
I will be back next week
with more of what’s “happening” in and around Las Vegas.
You can read all my Vegas
Happenings columns at
www.lasvegasroundtheclock.com

Pearl on Saturday, November
29, 2008 at 8:00 p.m. Tickets
are priced at $78.00, $88.00
and $113.00, plus any additional service fees.
At Happy Paws Pet Expo
at Cashman Center On November 22 - 23, HOOTERS
at Sunset Station in
Henderson is teaming up with
NOOTERS CLUB, which
promotes pet spay and neuter
through its whimsical cartoons, and Heaven Can Wait
Sanctuary (HCWS), to remind pet owners to get their
pets spayed or neutered and
draw attention to the plight of
homeless pets. At the Expo,
the first 50 pet owners who
purchase a reduced-rate
voucher to have their pet
spayed or neutered will also
get a coupon for free HOOTERS chicken wings. In addition, HOOTERS and
NOOTERS CLUB is sponsoring a series of announcements and promotions to raise
pet owner awareness about
the benefits of spay and neuter, including: Special onstage appearances by the
HOOTERS girls who will
sign autographs for guests;
Sales of a special NOOTERS
CLUB tank top and 2009
HOOTERS calendars with a
portion of the proceeds benefits Heaven Can Wait Sanctuary and Drawings for
HOOTERS and NOOTERS
CLUB prizes. In addition,
anyone dining at the HOOTERS at Sunset Station can
pick up a coupon for $3 off
the Happy Paws Pet Expo
regular $10 adult admission.
For Happy Paws Pet Expo
hours, location and ticket information
go
to
happypawsandfriends.com.
Celebrity sightings:
Spotted dining at LAVO
inside The Palazzo Tuesday
night (October 28).
Professional poker player,
Daniel Negreanu, enjoyed
dinner at LAVO. A vegetarian,
he chose Eggplant Parmesan
and his group of ten feasted
on favorites from Chef Ludo.

the Australian Shepherd Club
of America National Specialty
Dog Show will take place at
the South Point Arena. The
ASCA will be celebrating the
35th anniversary of this amazing event which showcases
the talents of Australian Shepherds from all over the world
with exhibitors representing
13 countries, including a
number of local competitors
competing over a nine-day
span in a range of venues including Stock Dog Trial
(herding ducks, sheep and
cattle), Conformation, Obedience, Tracking, Agility and
Junior Showmanship. The
arena opens at 8 a.m. and the
day finishes around 8 p.m.
Admission is FREE to the
public.
On Wednesday, November
19, at 8 p.m., The UNLV Performing Arts Center presents
the Song and Dance Ensemble of West Africa as part
of the New York Stage & Beyond Series. Composed of
singers, dancers and musicians, this company combines
the traditional instruments,
folklore and mythology of
several West African nations
to paint a colorful picture of
the oral and musical customs
of these diverse peoples. Tickets are $35, $50, and $80 (not
including $1 facilities fee) and
can be purchased at the Performing Arts Center Box Office at 895-ARTS (2787) or
by visiting pac.unlv.edu. Student (with valid I.D.) rush
tickets are $13 each and available one hour prior to each
event, based on availability.
R&B sensation Usher is
set to perform at The Pearl
Concert Theater at the Palms
on Friday, November 21,
2008 at 9:00 p.m. Tickets for
Usher are $86.00, $101.00
and $176.00, plus any additional service fees. Ticket
price includes a $1.00 donation to Usher’s New Look
Foundation.
Celebrating their 20th Anniversary Tour, The Smashing
Pumpkins will perform at The

Friday, November 13,
Texas rock band, Fastball,
will take the stage at The Canyon Club Las Vegas located
inside the Four Queens Hotel
& Casino.
Doors open at 9:30 p.m.
Fastball will be opened by
jazz and blues talent, Greg
Medoro, a Las Vegas favorite. Tickets are $15 for locals
and $25 general admission
and can be purchased by calling The Canyon Club box office at (702) 387-5175.
Howie Mandel, the host of
NBC’s prime time and syndicated hit game show “Deal or
No Deal,” will perform his hilarious stand-up comedy for
the first time inside Danny
Gans Theatre at The Mirage,
November 14 - 15 at 10 p.m.
Tickets are priced at $70 plus
tax.
Saturday, November 15,
White Lion (whose smash hits
in the 1980’s include “Wait,”
“Tell Me,” Broken Heart” and
“Little Fighter”) will appear
in concert at the Canyon Club
on Saturday, November 15.
Doors open at 9:30 p.m. Tickets are $15 for locals and $25
general admission.
Saturday, Nov. 15,
McFadden’s Irish Restaurant
and Saloon at the Rio AllSuite Hotel and Casino is
hosting “November Rain, a
Totally Awesome ‘80’s Party”
that starts at 10 p.m. The person with the most bitchin’
80’s’ ensemble will walk
away with $200 cash. Partygoers will get a flashback to
their favorite 80’s’ teen movies when, at 2 a.m., there will
be a colorful drop of balloons
filled with $1, $5, $10 and $20
bills. McFadden’s will also
offer their signature all-youcan drink Saturday night special; the cost is $10 for
women, $20 for men to enjoy
the open bar from 10 p.m.
until midnight, with $3 drinks
from midnight until close. For
more information, call
702.270.6200 or visit
www.McFaddensSaloon.com.
On November 7 - 15, 2008,
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We search for the truth, embrace
the truth, and print the truth. If we
inadvertently print something that is
not true, we will let our readers know.
We are open to documented information to shed light on any issue of
concern to our readers. We are of
service to our community, and it is
our intention to serve our community the best way we can.
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“I may disapprove of what you say, but I will defend to the death your right to say it.” — Voltaire
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INSIDE

How AfricanAmericans Stand 40
Years After The
Death of Martin
Luther King

A statistical snapshot of black
progress in areas from education to
home ownership.
See Page A-8
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NEVADA CAUCUSES

Labor Unions
Back Obama

Clinton, Romney Win

Momentum Is
Building For
Economic Stimulus
Package
After 12 months of partisan
firefights in Washington, peace is
breaking out on at least one front: the
quest for a quick fix for the nation’s
economy. The stimulus plan taking
shape in Congress is likely to include
targeted tax cuts and rebates for
middle- and low-income Americans,
tax breaks for business, and spending for unemployment insurance and
food stamps. Lawmakers are talking
about a stimulus package in the $100
billion to $150 billion range.
See Page A-10
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are of service to our community, and
it is our intention to serve our community the best way we can.
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V w
Democratic presidential hopeful Sen. Hillary Rodham Clinton, D-N.Y., claps
with hotel workers at the Mandalay Bay Hotel on caucus day in Las Vegas.

Rite Aid To Close 28
stores In The Las
Vegas Vicinity

Rite Aid Corp., the nation’s
third-largest drugstore chain, said
Friday it will close 28 unprofitable stores in the Las Vegas area
to focus on its core markets. Some
of the stores were previously part
of the Thrifty PayLess chain that
Rite Aid acquired in 1997, and the
company has not opened a new
store in Las Vegas since 1999.
(See Page B-1)

“I may disapprove of what you

By Nancy Cook
Associated Press
New York Sen. Hillary Clinton has
won Nevada’s Democratic caucuses,
giving her two early contest wins over
her rivals for her party’s presidential
nomination.
Illinois Sen. Barack Obama ran a
strong second, with former North Carolina Sen. John Edwards finishing a distant third.
“I guess this is how the West was
won,” Clinton told cheering supporters
in Las Vegas. The victory was her second straight, coming after an upset win
in the New Hampshire primary.
More than 120,000 Democrats —
nearly one-third of all of Nevada’s registered Democrats and 10 times the number of Nevadans who participated in
2004 — showed up at 520 precincts

around the state. This marks the first
year Nevada has held an early presidential contest.
Voters told NPR that the economy
was the most important issues on their
minds, including job stability and the
high number of foreclosures in the state.
Exit polls conducted by the Associated Press and TV networks show that
Clinton received the support of female
voters, Latinos and senior citizens—
winning despite the fact that two major
union endorsements went to rivals
Obama and Edwards.
Nearly half of Nevada Democrats
surveyed in exit polls said they were
looking for someone who can make
changes. Clinton overwhelmed Obama
among the quarter of Nevada Democrats
looking for a candidate with the right
(See Clinton, Page A-2)

By DAVID ESPO
Associated Press
Mitt Romney won sleepy Republican
presidential caucuses in Nevada on Saturday while John McCain and Mike
Huckabee dueled in a hard-fought South
Carolina primary, a campaign doubleheader likely to winnow the crowded
field of White House rivals.
Democrats shared the stage in Nevada, where Hillary Rodham Clinton
and Barack Obama vied for a caucus
victory and the campaign momentum
that goes with it.
In a statement released while he flew
to Florida, site of the Jan. 29 primary,
Romney said Nevada Republicans had
cast their votes for change. “With a career spent turning around businesses,
creating jobs and imposing fiscal discipline, I am ready to get my hands on

Washington and turn it inside out,” it
said.
Romney’s western victory marked a
second straight success for the former
Massachusetts governor, coming
quickly after a first-place finish in the
Michigan primary revived a faltering
campaign.
Nevada Republicans said the
economy and illegal immigration were
their top concerns, according to preliminary results from surveys of voters entering their caucuses. Romney led
among voters who cited both issues.
Mormons gave Romney about half
his votes. He is hoping to become the
first member of his faith to win the
White House. Alone among the Republican contenders, Rep. Ron Paul of Texas
aired television ads in Nevada.
(See Romney, Page A-2)

My Point
of View

O. J. SIMPSON
kind of property. “It is risky, but it is not
illegal,” Gillard said.
Many people in the Bail Bond industry assume that Pereira did it for the
publicity and without thinking, but after the bail hearing, O. J. Simpson’s attorneys, Yale Galanter and Gabriel
Grasso, held a press conference and told
the media that they would never recommend Pereira’s company to anyone.
According to court records, the telephone call came through in November
of last year but Pereira did not do anything until two month later.

Pereira confirmed that Simpson left
the message, in which he expressed frustration over testimony during a three-day
preliminary hearing in November of
2007.
With many voice imitators of entertainer and sports personalities, the possibility that the voice on the answering
machine was really the voice of O..J.
Simpson could be questionable.
Pereira said that he turned the tapes
over to prosecutors after he learned that
someone else knew about them, contradicting his prior statement that he was
mad because he had not been paid. He
did not speculate on who else in his office could have had knowledge of the
message left on his answering machine.
Pereira did not think that the call was
a violation of Simpson’s bail until he got
mad for some unknown reasons. No one
has taken the initiative of asking the
bondsman what those reasons were.
Perhaps the “reasons” were put in
Pereira’s mind by the office of the publicity-seeking prosecutor David Roger
and his group of followers.
O..J. was in Florida keeping himself
out of trouble and out of the spotlight.
That was not generating any publicity

for our District Attorney David Roger,
who had gotten a taste for publicity from
the junkie casino-owner Ted Binion’s
murder case and the Rick Tabish /
Sandra Murphy trial.
Someone must have come out with
the innuendo that O..J. Simpson was in
the Bahamas for Christmas, but his attorney vehemently denied it during the
press conference on the steps of the Regional Justice Center.
Mr. Galanter is an officer of the court
and he is not going to jeopardize his
name and reputation by lying for O. J.
or for any other of his clients. There is
no attorney that would risk his or her
practice by lying to the court.
Mr. Galanter told the members of the
media that O..J. Simpson’s passport is
locked in a cabinet in his office. He also
told the reporters, answering a question
from the Las Vegas Tribune, that he did
not know how Pereira and his company
were brought in to bail out his client,
stating that he was not involved in the
negotiations.
“The only thing I can tell you is that
I would never recommend that company
to any of my clients and that I would
never use them again,” Galanter added.

Lyons County
Gets Flooded

By Rolando Larraz
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Story, Page B-2
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Bondsman’s Motive Questioned
By Rolando Larraz
Las Vegas Tribune
Eight District Court Judge Jackie
Glass was as stunned as many other
people were when they learned that the
premium on the bail amount imposed by
Judge Joe Bonaventure Jr., back on September 19, 2007, was never paid and that
the collateral was never collected on O.
J. Simpson’s bail.
Miguel Pereira, from a bail bond
company based in Miami, Florida but
with a Las Vegas branch, told Judge
Jackie Glass that he was mad because
he has not been paid; but he neglected
to tell the judge that he did not make
any effort to collect any monies from
his famous client.
Judge Glass finds it to be mind boggling that Simpson never put any money
up for his bail and that the bondsman
never asked for any money. Judge Glass
wonders how the bondsman does business.
In a telephone interview with Ben
Gillard of the Insurance Commission
office in Carson City, the Las Vegas Tribune learned that it is not illegal to let
anybody out of jail without paying the
premium or securing the bond with some
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Ad man Tom Letizia and his
wife Marla have teamed up with
David Dahan to throw a fundraising cocktail reception for
Congresswoman
Shelley
Berkley on Monday, March 24,
between 6:00 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
at David Dahan’s residence.
We know people will wonder:
What is an appropriate amount
to give at such a fund-raiser? The
suggested minimum amount is
$500 (this IS a fund-raiser after
all!) and we were told that corporate checks are not allowed.
They did not say anything about
personal checks, so they may be
allowed. Come prepared.
Remember that Congresswoman Berkley is the only
elected official that took time
from her family to have dinner
with the men and women that are
serving our country in Iraq and
she’s always fighting for our veterans.
We don’t know where David
Dahan lives, but if you want to
donate to the congresswoman’s
campaign without going to the
fund-raiser, you can donate
online (how about even $20.08
for the 2008 campaign?) by going to her Web page at
berkleyforcongress.com and follow the instructions.
*****
For a newspaper that doesn’t
believe that prosecutors should
be elected to the bench, the life
history of the Las Vegas Tribune
is very contradictable. Many of
the candidates that have been
endorsed here are prosecutors,
such as Gerald Gardner and Pat
Ferguson; and now, last week, we
saw the campaign literature of
another Deputy Attorney General
running for judge in the newspaper office.
Deputy Attorney General
Kathleen Delaney is a native Las
Vegan and has been practicing in
Las Vegas for more than sixteen
years. She was encouraged to run
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times by the voters of Clark County.
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from County Commissioner Yvonne
ports that he was stepping down
of a political
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the bench, District Court Judge
some execuVe- vendetta created in part by
Gates spoke exclusively to the Las
of his
tives of the police union because
gas Tribune’s Editor in Chief, Rolando
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“no nonsense” reputation as a judge
Larraz.
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afternoon, Judge Gates assured the
or re- jury in his courtroom.
Vegas Tribune that those rumors
It is a well known fact that police
from
ports that he was stepping down
on a daily baperjury
commit
officers
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the bench were incorrect rumors
who
sis, protected by county prosecutors
misleading news reports.
officers
I are well aware of what police
“I am here until January 2009, as
Clark are doing.
was elected by the voters of
On many occasions telephone conafilCounty,” the judge emphatically
any- versations have been tape-recorded
firmed. “I just decided not to run
use that innext legally; later on they would
more after my third term ends
formation to start an “investigation”
year,” he added.
recordthe without mentioning the illegal
Judge Gates was appointed to
Bob ing.
bench in 1991 by then Governor
(See Gates, Page A-4)
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Judge Lee Gates Is
Not Stepping Down

Mitt Romney won the Republican presidential caucuses in Nevada on Saturday
while John McCain and Mike Huckabee dueled in a South Carolina primary

Hillary Clinton Winner, Mitt Romney Winnner,
Democratic Caucuses Republican Caucuses
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A Nevada casino dealers’
group filed a ballot proposal Friday aimed at banning tip-sharing
among resort workers. The proposal by the International Union
of Gaming Employees would
have to get at least 58,628 signatures from supporters by Nov. 11
(See Page B-1)
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Initiative Targets
Nevada Casino TipSharing Policies

My Point
of View
Once upon a time there was a very
successful attorney that wanted to be the
Mayor of the best city of them all. His
name is Oscar Goodman and he became
the Mayor of our city. During the campaign the daily newspaper that have everyone fool claiming to be the most powerful newspaper in our city (because
they are the only daily newspaper) wrote
an Editorial titled “Any One But Oscar”.
Despite the fact that we responded
to that editorial with our own titled “No
One But Oscar” today we like to borrow the daily paper editorial title and
change the name of the candidate. We
like to call it “Any One But Hillary” and
hope that the people of the United Stated
of America will listen to us.
I have heard of sour loser, but never
hear of a sour winner. That is what the
Clintons were doing the day before wife
Hillary won the Nevada Caucus.
The Associated Press reported
“Democrat Hillary Rodham Clinton Friday called on top rival Barack Obama
to denounce radio ads paid for by a proObama labor union that sharply criticizes her candidacy”.
However the Associate Press did not
mention if the former First Lady cried
while asking the Illinois Senator to intervene on the ads she disapprove of.
According to the Associated Press
“The ad, running in Spanish language
radio stations, calls the former first lady
“shameless’’ and says she “does not respect our people.’’
Does anyone think that it was any lies
in that advertising? I don’t think so and
many people that I have talked to believe that the first lady’s love for the
Mexican people is only during the campaign.
How does she explain to all those
Mexicans screaming for Hillary that she
voted for a fence on the border that
would make it very difficult for her fans
to cross to this side?
I wonder if she would have dedicate
so much time to the Mexicans and eat
so much guacamole and tortillas if the
Culinary Union would have endorse her
instead of Senator Obama.
And that is OK with me, everybody
can eat whatever they want but she
should try to taste a little of the soul food
in our city where everybody is eligible
to vote.
What really bothers me is how “sensible” the former first lady is and how
easy she can shed tears, like a professional actress working for an Oscar.
Can we imagine how it will look to
see the President of this great nation crying every time some one does or say
anything that she does not like?
She would give the world the impression of being a weak president and
(See Point of View, Page A-2)
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by—get this—two more former
prosecutors that are now sitting
judges.
Her father, Joe Delaney, an
attorney who practiced only one
day in his life, was one of the
most likeable journalists in our
city, a columnist with Las Vegas
Sun for decades an

Last week during the regular
meeting of the County Commission it was proclaimed that
March 31st be Cesar Chavez
Day, and a group of well-known
representatives of the Latino
community were on hand to receive the proclamation given by
Chairman Rory Reid.
Among those receiving the
proclamation were radio talk
show personalities Miguel
Barriento and Angie Renteria;
Hispanics In Politics President,
Fernando Romero; Carmen Ruiz
and Eddie Escobedo from the
Comite PatriÛtico Mexicano
(Mexican Patriotic Committee),
who created the idea of the proclamation.
To celebrate Cesar Chavez
Day, the group will gather at the
Rafael Rivera Park on March 31.
They intend to make this an annual event.
Cesar Chavez was a leader of
the farm workers who fought to
get these workers lots of benefits
and a decent salary with the
United Farm Workers union.
*****
Now those who want to get
the Las Vegas Tribune can do so
without getting out of their automobile. All they have to do is
drive by The Post Office in Commercial Center and get close
enough to the curb to grab a copy
of the newspaper.
We have lost two racks: one
at the Sahara Saloon and one at
the AM/PM on Flamingo and
Jones; but The Post Office, one
of our advertisers, was nice
enough to let us place a rack in
front of their door so people in
the area of the Sahara Saloon can
get their copy of the Las Vegas
Tribune without much inconvenience for them.
No matter how many people
try to censor our newspaper, we
will always find a way to get it
to our readers the best way we
can. Your suggestions for additional distribution points are always welcome.
We feel it’s important to mention, for those trying to shoot
down our voice, that it’s illegal
to steal newspaper racks, and it
is also illegal to censor the opinion of a newspaper—which is
violating the first amendment of
the Constitution of this country.
It is good for our readers to
know that if they don’t see the
Las Vegas Tribune in the regular
place where they always get their
copy, they can look under the
daily paper or any other newspaper in the rack because someone is hiding our newspaper with

